
  
 
 
 

  
Live Reviews 

 
“It felt damn good to welcome back A Joker’s Rage, the band have been on hiatus since January to recharge 
their creative batteries, and it seems to have paid off. Having seen them on a few occasions their shows are 
genuinely something special. They seem to have an almost supernatural gift for blowing every other 
band off the bill. Their set consisted of fan favourites such as Bounce and Temptress, some brand new 
songs during which they invited some of the young kids in the audience to join them on stage to play their 
inflatable guitars. A Joker’s Rage once again put on a stunning show which drew the biggest crowd of 
the day and one hell of a response from the crowd. A band which consistently defy expectations, looking very 
much like a kiss tribute, yet delivering a sound which if anything’s draw much of its influence from Michael 
Jackson during his rock phase. A Jokers Rage are capable of putting on a performance to match anyone, 
they’re a clear fan favourite and worthy of storming the biggest stages that rock has to offer. Finishing on a 
heartfelt rendition of ‘Cochise’, by Audioslave in tribute to Chris Cornell, their set was genuinely spectacular.” 
- Ghost Cult Magazine -  
 
 
“Without question the highlight of the whole day, across both stages, of the first Medrock Fest was a delightful 
performance by A Joker’s Rage. Adorned in face paint that made them look like a gaggle of mime artists, 
these guys gave us a brilliantly theatrical set that was simply entrancing. Lead singer Zakky Boy Taylor 
displayed great power in his vocal work but also a kind of gentle softness that gave the overall sound a bit of a 
playful quality. This sense of fun was typified by a joyful medley of ‘Sweet Child O Mine’ and Alex Clare’s ‘Too 
Close’. The title track of upcoming EP Black Sheep, to be released on Halloween no less also proved a 
highlight. This really was an exceptional set full of energetic charisma and a solidly professional ethos in the 
well-worked and humorous presentation.” 
- Get Your Rock Out - 
 
 
“2016 saw A Joker's Rage explode onto the festival scene up north with their face painted high octane rock 
show. You'd be a fool to look at their image and assume you've seen and heard it all before. These guys take 
influence from a liquorice alsorts of genres from hip hop, funk and dance to produce a heavy rock and metal 
cocktail that captures your attention from start to finish! Promoter Raz White spotted these guys and put them 
on his annual Rockmantic Weekender at the Birckyard in Carlisle back in February and from that point on the 
demand from fans, festivals and promoters alike became cosmic. The band have stormed stages at 
Hammerfest, SOS fest, Wildfire fest just to name a few and are now set to make their London debut at The 
Blackheart in Camden on Sat 10th December.Looking for something fresh and exciting? well you've seen the 
rest, now see the best because this band has the minerals to become an arena touring band in no time!” 
- The BlackHeart Camden - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Music Reviews 
 
 
“It’s a tall order for one EP to be all of the following: catchy, heavy, melodic and epic. Yet this was a challenge 
that A Joker’s Rage had clearly set their sights on with their latest EP ‘Black Sheep’. 
They may aim to cover a lot of ground musically but the songs still flow from one to the next with a consistent 
atmosphere building throughout. The record kicks off with the dark pop track ‘Bounce’, which is carried largely 
by its catchiness, and culminates with the deliberately epic ‘Just Another Ghost’.They seem to want to dip into 
a wide range of genres as they made room for orchestra, synth, riffy guitars and pounding drums. Why do this 
though? Vocalist Zakky Boy Taylor explains: “We have fans that are into indie, punk, electro and rock music. 
We’ve seen kids and much older people dancing to our music. This EP is about our band uniting with its 
audience.” 
So it would seem that A Joker’s Rage are big into experimenting with their music and stage show, which 
certainly comes through in their overall look. Anyone who has seen pictures of A Joker’s Rage or gone to their 
gigs will have come to know them by their so-called ‘gamefaces’. Black and white clown-like make up that is 
reminiscent of Kiss. Zakky says this: “When we’ve got the ‘gameface’ on, we’re dangerous, but when it’s off, 
we’ll take your granny for a cup of tea! We want to create something that’s just as exciting visually as it is 
aurally.” 
The whole point of the ‘gameface’ is to let the band members create a powerful persona when they are on 
stage. However, the lyrics on ‘Black Sheep’ seem to be intended as more of a gateway into the band 
members’ souls. And the over-riding feeling is bleak. For example, ‘Temptress’ is like a boy-meets-girl story 
that ends badly and the title track ‘Black Sheep’ follows the idea of displeasure with a group of people and 
choosing to remain an outcast. 

Indeed, Zakky Boy Taylor said that the lyrics, and even the record as a whole, came out of a dark time when it 
seemed like the only way out was to put pen to paper. ‘Black Sheep’ is about striking a balance between the 
chance to unleash a concoction of creativity and rage while putting out what their fans want to hear. They hit 
at different niches in genre with their music, while letting out some inner demons with their words.” 
★★★★★ - Soundsphere - 

 

“Hailing from the North of England, A Joker’s Rage are a five-strong seduction in the dark arts of metal 
mayhem, and this EP represents the perils of rock n’ roll decadence, played out across five tracks of 
razor-sharp hooks and pounding beats. 
Black Sheep is the band’s second release, following on from The Masquerade EP, which we reviewed back in 
2014. The new material isn’t a quantum leap forward from two years ago, but it doesn’t need to be. Where 
Masquerade set the bar high, the BlackSheep EP provides the real sound of progress. The tunes here simply 
feel more targeted and direct. 
Opener Bounce provides the mission brief, it’s brash, loud and spiky pop-metal with a chorus more infectious 
than MRSA. The influence of Avenged Sevenfold is clear, but the variety of genres on show here is evidence 
that AJR are no poor man’s imitation. Fancy some curveballs? Try pop, power-metal, funk and even 
euro-disco, each one equating to an achievement unlocked. There’s a palpable sense here of sheer 
bloody-mindedness and hard graft paying dividends here, from a band eager to make both a point and an 
impact. File under shock and awe, this is blitzkrieg radio. The NME might be championing Royal Blood as the 
future of rock and roll, but then indie darlings wouldn’t know true metal if it got it’s rat out and slapped them 
around the face with it. If you’re looking to jump on board a rock n’ rollercoaster ride for 2015, A Joker’s Rage 
might be just the ticket!” 
- Purerawk - 

 



 

 
 


